The referee points out that recently a much larger quintuplet, beginning with 10000024493, and again having d = 30, was recorded [3], but without reference to Sierpiñski's remark. The smaller set that we found, and the single sextuplet, may still be worth recording.
Convergence of Successive Substitution Starting Procedures
By A. C. R. Newbery
The method of successive substitutions (also known as Picard's method) has been proposed [1], [2] as a means of initialising the numerical solution of the differential equation x' = f(x, t). The method is capable of advancing the solution k steps at an average cost of k function-evaluations per step with a truncation error of order 0(hh+2). This makes it potentially one of the most efficient methods available for the purpose, and so it seems appropriate to study its numerical convergence properties. The method is based on k formulas of the form xT = x0 + hLr(xo', x', • • -, Xk), r = 1, 2, • • -, k where, Lr denotes a linear combination with known constant coefficients. The required coefficients are implicit in the corrector matrices published in [3] . For a given k, the coefficients in Lr are the entries in the rth column of the /cth corrector matrix. For example with k = 2 we would obtain the formulas : xi = xo + (h/24)(10x0' + 16xi' -2x»') , x2 = x0 + (A/24)(8z0' + 32x/ + 8x¿) . Received October 31, 1966. 
